Abstract. In the last decades several types of H-mode cavities have been developed for a wide range of applications. The CHor Crossbar-H-Structure which is currently under development at the IAP in Frankfurt is a new drift tube structure operated in the H 21 -mode. This type of cavity is a promising candidate for the use in future cw operated high current applications like IFMIF [1] or XADS [2] . Due to its mechanical rigidity this cavity is suited to realize room temperature as well as superconducting linacs [3] . A superconducting 352 MHz prototype cavity designed for a β of 0.1 is in the final stage of production. We present the latest results of the cavity developements and the status of the prototype cavity.
INTRODUCTION
All existing H-mode structures (IH-DTL, IH-RFQ, 4-vane-RFQ) are room temperature cavities. The CHstructure will be the first superconducting H-mode cavity. It can be realized because of the high stiffness of the crossbar-construction. For accelerators operated with high duty cycles or even cw it is often advantageous to use superconducting cavities to reduce the overall power consumption. Additionally, s.c. cavities can have much larger apertures than r.t. cavities. This reduces particle losses and activation which is especially important for high power machines and for hands-on maintainance systems. For the low and medium β -acceleration of protons there is still a lack of efficient s.c. low and medium β cavities with frequencies of around 350 MHz whereas "efficient" means high real estate gradient and large voltage gain per cavity. If energy variability is not an issue as for fixed velocity driver accelerators it is very reasonable to use multi cell cavities. If reliability is an issue it is clear that a multi cell cavity has to be designed very carefully with enough safety margin. This is in particular true for the peak fields to avoid the risk of field emission and thermal breakdown.
SUPERCONDUCTING CH-PROTOTYPE
The CH-structure will be the first s.c. multi cell cavity for the low and medium energy range. To demonstrate the promising properties obtained by simulations, a 19-gap, β = 0.1, f=352 MHz CH-cavity has been designed [6] (see fig. 1 ). After a study has shown the feasibilty of the production of such a cavity the fabrication has started in early 2003. Now the cavity is almost completed. Figure 2 shows the central part of the CH-protoype cavity and table 1 summarises the main parameters. Recently first low power measurements have been performed before the final welding of the end cells to measure the frequeny and the field distribution. The end cells have been attached with conducting tape. Figure 3 shows the experimental setup for the bead perturbation measurements of the superconducting CH-cavity. The field distribution in an H-mode cavity with a constant capacitance per length has a sinoidal shape. By changing the ratio between the length of the gaps and drift tubes it is possible to obtain a flat field distribution which is required for the beam dynamics and to reduce the peak fields. The measured frequency was 357.5 MHz which is about 5 MHz above the design value. The reason for the higher frequency is a decreased tank radius which is about 2 mm smaller than the design value due to a welding shrink. field distributions as well as the frequency of the CHcavity. Up to 10 tuners can be used. They will be welded in the girder between two stems. Low level measurements determine the required hight of each tuner. Due to the capacitive effect of the tuners the frequency decreases with larger tuner height. Figure 4 shows the measured frequency shift as function of the tuner height. Ten identical tuners have been used. The frequency shift was 3 MHz for a tuner height of 30 mm. The tuners can also be used for tuning the field distribution by changing the capacitance along the cavity. A larger tuner height increases the field in the gaps close to the tuners. Figure 5 and 6 show possibilities to change the electric field in a well defined way. Three tuners with a height of 30 mm in the right side of the cavity have been used to obtain the field distribution of figure 5 . To obtain the field of figure 6 three tuners have been used at each side of the cavity. Figure 7 shows the optimised field distribution before the final welding. Three different tuner heights (0,10,20 mm) have been used.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The superconducting CH-cavity is multicell structure for the acceleration of ions and protons in the low and medium energy range. To proof the promising properties obtained by simulations a superconducting prototype cavity has been designed. First low power measurements have been performed. It could be demonstrated that small tuning blocks can be used for field and frequency tun- ing. After the final welding the cavity will be chemically treated and cleaned with high pressure rinsing. In a next step the cavity will be warm conditioned before cold test will start.
